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"Unto Us J\ Child Is Born. "
Handel's 'Messiah' to Be Presented
By Choral Society Tonight

A CHRISTMAS
GlC

The Messiah, Handel's most,
successful and best known ora been rehearsing for sometime
torio, will be presented by the and much credit should be given
Taylor University Music Depart to these officers of the group:
Sehaeffer,
President;
ment in Shreiner Auditorium to Prince
night at 7 :45 p.m. under the di Maurice Coburn, Vice President;
rection of Professor Paul Keller. Marjorie Leary and Dan HutchFour soloists will be featured ins, the librarians; and Hank
along with orchestral accompan Proffitt, chaplain of the group.
iment. Representing the soprano
Handel's Messiah is truly a
section will be Nellie Von Ehr, work of which all nations of the
soloist from North Manchester, world may be proud. It is most
Indiana. She is a graduate of representative of all the works
Manchester College and has been of its class. The composition of
teaching in public schools for the Messiah was commenced Au
four years. In addition to college, gust 22, 1741, and finished Sep
she has studied voice under tember 14—a stupendous work
Madame Arrandt at the Sher accomplished
in
twenty-four
wood Conservatory of Music in days. The first regular perform
Chicago. Last year she was fea ance of the oratorio todk place
tured as soloist for the Manches at noon on Tuesday, April 13, in
the year of 1742, and was award
ter Choral Society.
Miss 'Betty Rose Swisher of ed immediate acclaim. It was
Gas City is the contralto soloist. performed 34 times during Han
Miss Swisher has won many del's lifetime and he was privi
honors in Marion and Indiana leged to direct a presentation a
polis musical contests and now week before his death in 1759.
sings contralto in a quartet of
Scores of sermons have been
the
Marion First Methodist preached about the Messiah and
Church. Along with her work at volumes of history and criticism
the church, she sings regularly written. We do not hear it today
on Sunday mornings at the Vet in just the way Handel wrote it.
eran's Hospital in Marion. Miss Mozart composed additional ac
Swisher will be making her sec companiments, which are ac
ond appearance at Taylor as cepted as an integral part of the
guest soloist.
work.
The text is the literal
The tenor solos will be sung words, selected from the Old and
by Leland Neven of Berne, In New Testaments and arranged
diana. Mr. Neven has been solo by Charles Jennings.
ist in the Messiah at the First
The oratorio is divided into
Mennonite Church in Berne and
also at Manchester College. In three parts. The first part is the
Detroit, he was tenor soloist in foretelling of the Messiah bv the
various churches and also spec Prophets, the birth of the Christ
ial soloist for seasonal rendi Child, and the great ioy of the
tions in a large number of shepherds at their vigil. The sec
churches around Chicago. For ond part begins with Christ's ap
the year beginning August, 1947, pearance upon the earth and his
Mr. Neven is serving as Presi ministry over the land. The third
dent of the Berne Mennonite part portrays the hope of man
for resurrection from the dead
Choral Society.
Mr. Raymond McAfee of Chi through Christ, the "Messiah.
cago, Illinois, will be the bass so Although unfamiliar with many
loist. At the present time, Mr. passages throughout the presen- j
McAfee is minister of music at tation, everyone will recognize
the Christian and Missionary Al ,the strains of the "Hallelujah
liance Church of that city. He C h o r u s . " T h e M e s s i a h , i s c l i -j
has appeared with the following , maxed with praise and glory to j
organizations: the Orion Musi the Lord "who sitteth all power
cal Club of Milwaukee, Wiscon ful upon the throne."
sin; Marshall Field and Compa
Professor Paul Keller, who is
ny Chorus; Knox College Chorus
serving in the music department
of Galesburg, Illinois; Christian Turner Appointed
of the college as a voice instruc
High School Choir of Chicago;
tor, will lead the Taylor Univer
the Apollo Musical Club and the Feature Editor
sity Orchestra and Choral Socie
Chicago Symphony. He will also
Miss Helen Turner has recent ty in their annual production of
be featured in the Messiah at
ly been chosen by the Committee the Messiah. The performance
Wheaton College this year.
on Student Organizations and promises to be enriched by a
The accompanists will be Mary
Publications to succeed Miss larger chorus and the accompan
Helen Zimmerman and Ross
Donna Mougin as feature editor iment of the orchestra, a feature
Snyder, with Dr. Mohr at the or
not included for many years.
of
the Echo.
gan. A twenty piece orchestra in
Miss Turner, a popular and
Exactly one year before Arm
formal attire under the direction
of Mrs. Aileen Bennett will ac talented member of the Junior istice Day at Ashland, Ohio, Paul
company the choir. It has been class, comes from St. Paul, Minn. Keller was born into a Church of
several years since Taylor has She is well qualified for the pos the Brethern minister's family.
used the orchestra for the Mes ition as she was the editor of The As typical of preacher's children,
Shield, the annual of St. Paul his elementary and high school
siah.
The 130 voice choir will be Bible Institute last year. Her ap education was spread over the
robed and will be a major part pointment comes as a result of country in Ohio, Texas, Pennsylin the oratorio. The chorus has the resignation of Miss Mougin. (Continued on Page 8, Col. 2)

Professor Keller to
Direct 'Messiah*

One-Act Plays to
Be Given Jan. 9
Three one-act plays: Release,
The Dear Departed, and The
Monkey's Raw are to be present
ed by the Speech Department on
triday, January 9 at 8:00 p.m. in
Shreiner Auditorium. All are un
der the supervision of Miss Hortense Unger, but each play will
be individually directed by'mem
bers ot the play production class.
Release is a thrilling drama un
der the direction of Lyle Rasmussen, prompted by Jeanette
Amstutz, with Phyllis Cook stage
manager. The cast is: Harold
Beattie, Bill Johnson, Bill Jami
son, Lennard Poison, Dan Trollinger, Bonnie Ewing, Burd
Thursby, and Keith Lockner. In
the play the thief, Barabas, was
released because Jesus was cru
cified in his place. He then real
ized how great was his release
and turned to the Lord.
The Dear Departed is a com
edy directed by Shirley Harvey
and prompted by Phyllis Beers.
Dorothy Jashinsky is the stage
manager. The cast includes: Verna Steury, Elizabeth Stanley,
Miriam Heisey, Dick West, Low
ell Townsing, and Norman Backman. Grandpa supposedly dies.
His relatives are in the midst of
dividing his wealth when he
comes to life in a most spectaclar manner.
Monkey's Paw is a terrific hor
ror story directed by John Bucko
and prompted by Francis Hay.
The stage manager is Doris Selders. The cast is Harold Herber,
Esther Pederson, Bob Baldridge,
Clyde Hunter, and Phil Lunde.
The plot centers around the
superstition that a monkey's paw
wol grant any three wishes a man
can desire. The first wish is for
money. This comes through the
death of the son. The second
wish is that the son be brought
up from the grave, and, realizing
that his body is probably mutil
ated, he is wished back to the
dead.

English Prof. Honored
By Who's Who

1948 Youth Conference
Cabinet

Dr. Florence May Anna Hilbish, English Professor and Head
Co-Chairmen: Robert Morris,
of the English Department, has Ruth Ellen Shugart
been greatly honored by the pub
Secretary: Miriam Heisey
lishers of Who's Who in Ameri
Treasurer: Robert Murphey
can Education. They have re
Registrar: Jual Evans
cently requested her to send a
Publicity Chairman: Harold
short autobiography to them to Jenkins
be published in the next issue of
Chorister: Harold Curdy
their book.
Discussion Group Leaders:
Dr. Hilbish was born in Sham- Merton Tanner, Wanita Sheagokin, Pennsylvania. The ances ley
Prayer Group Leaders: John
tors of her father, Benjamin J.
Hilbish, came to the United Clark, Rhena Petch
States from Germany. Mary Ann
Accommodations
Committee
McKelvery), her mother, came Chairman: Tim Warner. Assist
from the upper class of Scotland. ants: Norman Cook, Donna Wil
Dr. Hilbish began her educa liams
tion at Williamsport Dickinson
Decorations Co-Chairmen: El
izabeth Stanley, Carl Daugherty
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 5)
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"For unto us a chiid is born, unto us a Son is given."

Christ Our Peace
"Glory to God in the highest, and
on earth peace among men with
whom he is well pleased!" Luke 2:14.
(Revised Standard Version)

Never has any event crossed the currents of world interest with

The Christ Child may be con
Helen Turner such revolutionary and transforming effect as the birth of our
F feature Writers: D. Jayne Borneman, William Jamieson, Elaine Knowles,
Savior. An insignificant village of Palestine has come to enjoy a sidered as God's Peace-offering
Ere., Lucihy, Ruth Robinson, Will Cleveland, Mary Evelyn.Wdhams. place of significance in the annals of world history because the babe to his people. Several offerings
Associate Editor

were instituted by Moses in obe
News Reporters: Delores Holman, Donna Hardleben, Sally Lou Brown, of the manger was cradled there. Not a day passes without millions dience to the command of Je
of offices and homes paying tribute to the date of His birth as they
Norm Marden, Wally Good.
Calvin Fleser
hovah. Each of them constituted
date their letters and identify the time according to the night in

^'sports Writers: Leigh Mclver, Ed Shy, Gordon Johnson, Weldon Birkey, which Angels acclaimed His coming into the world. No city or a visual aid to teach the Hebrew
1)68 /i31*'
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Circulation Managei
Secie^aiies
„ ,.
o?°« A6?®'*
Staff Artist.

A Motto

Paul

nation about the promised Mes
Heckart hamlet is considered civilized unless there can be found at least one

Elmer Nussbaunl

leg Tharp
Ann& Louige

gmith

Avis Mcrehead
Ruth Brose
Carl Daugherty

building that is set apart for the worship of this Man of Galilee.
The poet finds his greatest inspiration in the beauty of His words,
and while He left not one written word yet more words may be
found about Him and because of Him than of any other man. We
lisj> our first prayers in His name and He is first in our hearts as we
tread the banks that mark the border of that silent sea of death.
Choirs chant His praises while the individual worshipper finds
access to God through His name. His touch of an unheard of village
m a < ^ e Bethlehem the city of the Ages. His touch of the calendar
' urned every event of the world into an identifying relationship
himself. His touch upon life has brought a meaningfulness
o u r e x i s tence. "Unto us." Yes, to you and to me He is God's gift.

siah, who would suffer for the
sins of the world. Considering
the visual aid technique used by
God, it is difficult to understand
how the Israelites missed the
work in failing to accept the
Christ. Pictured before them in
their offerings was the message
pertaining to the redemptive
work of the Messiah.

these
On :i church bulletin hoard not too far from Taylor are
words "Enter to worship; depart to sei\e. Me have r e J d ''lese
There are five principal offer
•. .
words many, many times
~~ without being~ .paiticu ai -\ impiessei
ings presented to the Hebrews.
centlv the sight challenged our thinking. The application seemed to
The Trespass-offering, the Sin"O come let us adore Him,
annlv to our attendance of religious activities on our campus.
offering, the Peace-offering, the
O come let us adore Him,
Are we attending chapel to worship or are we going because at
Meal- or Meat-offering, and the
O
come
let
us
adore
Him,
tendance is required?Are we worshipping or merelyattending?Does
Burnt-offering were observed in
Christ, the Lord."
our soul commune with God as we listen to the organ prelude, sing
that order. The instruction of
the opening hymn, and enter into the morning prayer? Do we try
God is here manifested. The
to get anything from what is being presented from the pulpit. Are
Trespass-offering of one-tenth of
we challenged, inspired, refreshed, so that, as we leave the building, j J - J e r e A r e t h e
an ephah of flour spoke of the
we depart to serve?
Remember when. . ."Your Fel- Christ in His sacrifice becoming
Do we go to prayer meeting simply because our friends are going
I
lowship
Hour received a card answerable for sins and trans
and will be expecting us to be there? Is our experience vital? Do we
from Robert Merton Watts, re gressions against God. The Sinenter into the spirit of the hour as we attend the various religious
siding at 1846 Anniversary Ave offering instructed the Israelite
functions on the campus?
The
following
is
an
account
of
an
The message was "So teach us that he had an evil nature and a
our
religion
means
anything
at
This is the Christmas season
of
our
means
to
the
less
interview
by
the
News
Editor
with
to number our days." Ps. 90:12. tendency to sin. This evil nature
all, we shall depart to serve by giving
was to be controlled by the grace
fortunate, and by giving of our lives to the task of spreading I eace the Director of Public Relations. The Youth Conference had only
This and all succeeding such inter been over a month when the re of God and on the cross Christ
on earth, good will to men."
views are designed to foster better cording announcing the dates was made sin for us. In spite of
this fallen nature we are made
understanding between the Student was played.
Let's Get Our Money's Worth
Body and the Administration.
. . .Robert Ott started for a big partakers of Divine life because
bowling date only to find the He died for us. Next, the PeaceThe following is reprinted here because it has a close relationship to a live
Q U E S T I O N : What was the seats of "Hezzie" had vanished offering was given. In this offer
issue on our campus. (Ed. Note.)
purpose of hiring a night watch . . .George Silburn took a fancy ing Christ was typified as being,
The custom and rule here in Morningside has been to allow a stu men to patrol the Campus?
for collecting pictures of good in the death, our peace and the
dent one cut for every hour of credit he receives per subject For
A N S W E R : The watchmen was
looking
girls—and
was
he ground of our communion with
each cut in excess of* the above, the student is to be lowered one
originally hired for special Hal swamped!
God. Following this offering of
grade point at the option of the teacher.
loween duty. His present duties . . .Remember when Mrs. Tanner peace comes the offerings of en
' While such a rule as this may seem harsh and dictatorial,
include closing doors and win
been designed, not to be a handicap to ones school life, but rather dows, checking radiators, turn was seriously considering start- tire consecration, the Meal and
Burnt-offerings. The Meal-offer
to he an aid to the student in enabling him to get the most from ing off lights, and guarding again ing a "Dr. Anthony" service.
college. If we were to be allowed to cut classes indiscriminately our st outside intruders. Marauders . . . Remember Evelyn Peterson's ing of fine flour, green ears,
number of absences would quite likely be phenomena and it is both have been stopped from their fear of one of our little friendly frankincense, oil, and salt spoke
proven and obvious fact that absences and low grades have a very efforts on several occasions since cockroaches. By the way, I think of the value which the offering
should have. These were costly
she still has it!
close and intimate relationship. This relationship is not maintained the watchmen was put on duty.
. . .Jam smeared over the door items to the Jew and spoke of
for the most part because of the individual student's ignorance of
Q U E S T I O N : Why was
a
the material covered in class during his period of non-attendance. watchman employed this year was really something to remem the Christ in type as the One
Rather, it is because of the time necessarily wasted by the instruct when there was no need of one ber at least during open house who in His life, death, and resur
when the boys were so diligently rection presented to God an un
or in attempting to keep the whole class at a uniform level ot ad before?
inspecting .... For shame! . . . blemished Manhood.
vancement in the learning of the subject being taught in spites o
A N S W E R : Despite the fact
the differing number of absences, lhus we can see that the limited that there has always been need Hessler and Warton.
Christ is the great Antitype.
cut system of attendance has a three-fold advantage: it is easier on for a watchman there was none . . .Last but not least. . .Remem Throughout the New Testament
the iiis'rue'or by allowing him to plan his presentations with the hired during the last few years. ber that wonderful Christmas the Old Testament types are re
assumption" that he will he addressing most of the class each With over five hundred people Vacation!
ferred to and explained. The
period ; it is easier on one's fellow students in allowing them to pro- living on the campus and sever ...when Miss Foust stated that Gospels explain His life as God's
red excited the passions and
onlv a minimum amount of time spent in ieview, and
gress with only
al thousand dollars' worth of practically everyone on the cam gift, God's own sacrifice to Him
the
student
himself
in
forming
a
curb
to
decidedly beneficia
beneficial lo the student nimsen m i u i ^
self. Is it small wonder that the
is: decidedly
property, it is a great risk to be
is class-cutting tendencies. Remember, all of us are paving, either without a watchman. After the pus wore red the next day?
Angels sang of peace on earth?
his
nd
get
...when five gallons of ice
d irecth or indirectly for this education. Lets get in there a Sioux regular watchman leaves the cream mysteriously disappeared The Angels looked into these
ur money
money's worth. (Collegiate Reporter,Morningside College,
our
campus early in the morning, the and the culprits felt duly pun things. Before Bible scholars
City, la.)
town watchman continues to ished, because peaches were discovered with Saint Augustine
that
make periodic checks.
were served for dessert on Sun
Q
U
E
S
T
I
O
N
:
To
whom
does
Christianity
day noon? (This marked a turn "The New is in the Old contained;
the watchman report and what ing point in Tavlor's gastric his The Old is by the New explained,"
One aspect of Christianity that doesn't always receive proper em
things does he report?
tory!)
phasis ,s the almost incalculable good it doesfor thosewho practice
A N S W E R : He is direetlv• retheir glad
when "Red" Anderson caused the angels sang
Is virtues Many people have the false idea that religion is a sort
of sponsible to the school Business q u i t e a s U r a m
t f a e « C r e a m _ tidings. The basis of peace "aburden Shakespeare did a superb job ot expressing the blessing
Manager. He has been
1 ers" by going up to fourth to call mong
men with whom he is
«liS when lie vtrotc. '". he quality of mercy ,s no, .traced It Student
Handbook by the Discip- f o r h ( s d a t e > J u n e H a n s o n ?
pleased" is the fact that Christ
drop'be'th as tiie gentle rain upon the place beneith. It is twice-blest.
line Committee and reports con . . .when four fellows visited the met the demands of a Holy God
1! hlesseth him that gives and him that takes.
.
ditions not in accord with its girls in 414 via the roof and the on behalt of sinful man. All the
Shakespeare and wise men throughout the ages ' c^ognize ^
provisions. He reports conditions Dean of Women also came to types of Leviticus find fulfill
wonderful practicality of religion m the lives of men. \ irtue has as
only (no names have been turned call and stayed a half hour while ment in the antitype, the cross
its "ewards''such reaT and lasting dividends as peace of mind and
in) and no prosecutions have the boys suffered in the closet of Calvary because He died there •
bodily health. Vice, on the other hand, usually pays o.f in ens as
been made by the Discipline and under the bed?
on. We may fail to see all its var
Committee
because of his reports.
8
1
ied aspects without the help of
''''^nyone"^'^!) ^' interested in breaking bad habits but does. not
Q U E S T I O N : Does the watch
the
types. It is a frightful but
man have any other title than Juniors Choose
true discovery that Christ was
"Man with the eyes."
Class Play
born to die. He was God's gift to
Answer: His name is S. H.
men tor the sacrifice on man's
One
of
the
outstanding
events
Minn.)
Kershner. He has an A. B. degree
5 * of j o f the school year will be the an- behalf accomplished on Calvary.
forme^
'professor
and is a
1
| nual Junior Class Play which God first spoke of the coming
chemistry.
Student Council Speaking
wlU
Q
U
E
S
T
I
O
N
:
How
much
authPresented Friday, Febru- gift through the ceremonial laws
To the author of the fine article concerning Student Government
and the prophets. Then, when
|ary
20,
at 8:15 p.m.
in the last issue, we'extend our vote of praise. Some things which ority does the watchman posthe gift was given, the stars and
The
class
has
chosen
the
pro/of our fellow -students, but I s e ss?
the
angels bore a testimony. The
were mentioned may seem small to many t h in«s leads
A N S W E R : He is a deputized ''''f 1 "'"; Y /
realize that trustworthiness in small things leacis
greatest gift possible was being
one must always
e
e
o f f i c e r o f law and therefore has
' .'
' . n d o l p h Besier.
.
i
given on that first Christmas
to the same in big things.
e
Erected by
at a few of our beloved students like lo play the right to call into question ... e V/ 1 /
Eve. It was to be the basis of a
Did you
know
th
M
l
s
s
those whom he suspects of hav-l
"^tense Unger.
: r»p?" We regret that the Council can not supply you with
•'
peace, an eternal, soul-satisfymg, life enhancing peace for
unj! better "setting- tor such . prmtmre than
HtSjSffiSrTCj?'it?
Q U E S T I O N : How does the lights and heat also contributes those who accept ' it. The Is
we* say. "thanks" for your suggestions concerning Kec Man.
cost of hiring a night watchman greatly to Taylor economy.
raelite, who had made his daily
y °Tlm sU.dent''vote on UmnewTeMing system for the dining hall on fit into the overworked budget of
Q U E S T I O N : Has he the right and yearly sacrifices beside the
7
to interfere with the social affairs'many occasioned by special obFridav evening and Sunday noon was overwhelmhngly in tavor. So Taylor University
A N S W E R : The saving due to of couples during authorized ligations incurred during his life
our expression «.f thanks goes lo Mr. John Warner for this sugges
tion. II looks as if you who were not in favor will have to take time less costly Halloween damages hours?
time, was the one in whom God
this year than last year has been
A N S W E R : Not as long as the w a s
.
i
.
'well pleased that silent, holy
t 0 When^'oh \vher ^have^the cote bottles gone? Let's have a clean- enough to pay his salary thusfar
actions of these couples are in,night.
To him the angels anaccordance with principles set nni,n»0j
angeis an
r
limp
and
set
them
returned
or
the
machine
will
be
lacking
full
The
saving
which
is
brought
up time and get them
0 "™" ° '
forth
in
the
StuderS
Handbook
,r"
•
l
"
™
J
about
by
his
turning
off
unused
bottles to give you in return for your nickel.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)

Remember .
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"Wonderful, Counsellor, The Mighty God . . . .
The Night Before
Christmas

The Origin of the
Christmas Carol
"I heard the bells on Christmas Day
Their old, familiar carols play,
And wild and sweet
The words repeat
Of peace on earth, gocd-will to men.
And thought how, as the day had come
The belfries of all Christendom
Had rolled along
The unbroken song
Of peace on earth, good-will to men."

Each year at this time our
hearts are strangely warmed and
thrilled as we hear the old fam
iliar carols played and sung once
again. There is something about
them and their message that en
ables us to enter more fully into
the true spirit of this blessed
season. Few things can bring us
more completely into the spiritof
Christmas than the singing of
the traditional carols we love
so well. We are inspired as we
gather in our churches at this
time of year and sing these glo
rious old tunes or as we join our
hearts and voices in caroling on
a winter eve around the familiar
Christmas tree. Yes, we do love
to sing them and to hear them,
but when we stop to think for a
moment of their origin, we real
ize that we really know very lit
tle about them; so, let's consider
just a few of the facts in their
history.
Many of the Christmas carols
of different nations found their
origin in the practice of placing a
"crib" in church during the
Christmas season, a group of fig
ures in a stable representing the
Christ Child and his parents, and
the oxen and so forth. Singing
around the crib was apparently
common.
There
are
no
carols remaining from the time
of St. Francis of Assisi who is be
lieved to have started this prac
tice, but even in later times the
crib still served as an inspiration
at the Christmas season.
The words of many of the
early carols were preserved for us
in a record book kept by an Eng
lishman, Richard Hill. From
1500 to 1536 he recorded in his
little book those things which he
thought were worth remember
ing and thus preserved for us a
number of the early carols. Many
other carols were kept alive by
the use of broadsides and still
others were handed down orally
for generations until they were at
last recorded.
Carol singing in England dur
ing the later nineteenth century
became quite degraded and dis
liked because the door to door
visitation characteristic, which
had been very picturesque and
effective, had become nothing
more than just plain begging. In
every district children went from
door to door, from the first of
November on, seeking to accum
ulate for themselves a Christmas
fund which might well have been
termed "hush money."
Towards the beginning of the
twentieth
century,
however,

by Mary Grant
'Twas the night before Christ
mas, read the father as he sat in
front of the cheerful fireplace in
the big, overstuffed rocker with
the year-old twins on his knees.
Over the mantle hung two red
stockings, and in a corner of the
room was a beautifully decorated
Christmas tree. He didn't get very
far with his reading, for the tele
phone rang shrilly and persis
tently. It was only a matter of
minutes before Dr. Johnson left
his warm home and was racing
along the icy highway to answer
the desperate call for help.
"Why," he thought impatiently,
"did I have to be called out to
night, of all nights? Am I never
allowed to spend Christmas Eve
at home with my family?"
He drove up to the shack at the
side of the road and hurried
through the wind and sleet into
the poorly-lighted one room
home.
"Well, Dick, how's she getting
along?" he asked the young man
who greeted him in the doorway.
" Not so well, Doctor," was the
reply. "She slipped and fell this
morning as she was feeding the
chickens, and that's probably
what brought this on. She's hav
ing lots of pain and is badly
frightened."
The doctor glanced at the pale
young woman lying on the bed
and went immediately to work.
It was many hours later that
the doctor once more battled the
weather and made his way home.
His wife met him at the door and
drew him into the cozy living
room where she had hot coffee
and sandwiches for him.
"Well, Leslie," she said, "what
was it?"
"A seven pound boy," he ans
wered, "and you never saw a
happier couple in your life. They
thought that nothing could be
more wonderful than to have
their baby born on Christmas
Eve. There's as much joy in that
one room home tonight as there
is in any home in the United
States, and they don't have a
furnace, a Christmas tree, or
food laid away for a big dinner
tomorrow. God help us to be
thankful for the gifts He gives
us, and help us share them with
those who are not so fortunate.
It was worth the trip through the
storm just to see the happiness
in that house tonight."

WHAT DOES CHRISTMAS
MEAN TO YOU?
What does Christmas mean to you?
A tinseled tree and St. Nicholas, too?
Gifts to be given and gifts to receive?
Colored lights and candy canes,
Bulging stockings and snow-covered lanes?
Do the chilrden consider it only a day
When there are good things to eat and new toys for play?
A day when the school bells fail to ring out
And they're free from their learning,
With plenty of time to appease their yearnings?
Does it mean a vacation from tiresome toil
A rest for the weary: the tillers of soil?
Is it a day, a day to be spent
With all of the family and friends who are dear
A day to free of trouble and fear?
Is this all that Christmas means to you?
. . .But it can mean this and much more, too.
For on the first Christmas so long ago
In a manger, to Mary, a tiny, baby boy was born
And dedicated to save a world, forlorn.
The Son of the King, the most High God
Sent to the world from up above
To be a Savior to all of the world.
And so on Christmas we commemorate
The birth of that King, and this is why we celebrate.
We give gifts to our friends, as long ago
The Wise-men brought gifts to the manager low
That cradled the Heavenly Babe.
This is what Christmas can mean to you:
A tinseled tree and St. Nicholas, too.
Gifts to be given and gifts to receive,
Colored lights and candy canes
Bulging stockings and snow-covered lanes.
But above all else Let's commemorate
The day of His birth; and celebrate,
Because, to a manger so long ago
God sent His Son to the lost of the world
And He our Savior became.

Wanda Barkhead

Christmas - Eighth

DAWN'S EARLY LIGHT

On deserts dark, on storm-tossed seas,
From Bethlehem afar,
The light of truth, the hope of man,
Beamed from a brilliant star.
Christmas is one of the few The radiant sky, the angel's song,
That filled the early morn,
things in the United States that
Brought joy and truth unto the world
looks good, sounds good, smells
The Prince of Peace was born!
good, and tastes good. And we No legend old, ncr history past,
Reveals a gift so great,
make that statement with all due As the Christ Child in the manger,
Who raised high, - man's estate.
respect to Chanel No. 5 and ap
Of God's redeeming love He told,
ple pie a la mode.
On the shores of Galilee;
Christmas is perhaps the only They must, vno'd have efernal peace,
From guilt of wars be free.
thing in the world that has re
Hope led the pilgrims to our shores;
mained unchanged in the past
Their faith transcended fear;
nineteen-hundred and forty- six In reverence for their fortitude,
Keep well our vigil here.
years. And we speak thusly while The Prince of Peace must needs have
keeping in mind the Rock of Gib- been,
gui-:' e of hand and quill,
ralter, the Gobi desert, the Him ThatThe
wrote the Declaration, which
alaya mountains, and the Pacific
Proclaimed our father's will.
Ocean.
;That pathway to our freedom, and
Yes, the Yuletide period is one
Our faith in God and prayer,
season which is an international , s to4 =tyr£V-lts' disconcerting,
,
..
,
,
As a tiger in a snare.
possession and a national custom. Those in darkness, Lord, give vision
Perhaps no other national custom !
The star of truth their sky adorn'
has such a unifying force on May love and hope and peace be given
_ .
_
_
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Unto the 11
World-Christmas
Morn.
our country as this one which is

Wonder of the World

The True Christmas
Spirit
by Mary Weber
Down the street you walked
with a heavy step but a heavier
heart; for though this was Christ
mas Eve, you weye discouraged.
Yes, you had gone with the
Christmas carollers, but in no
home had you seen the true
Christmas spirit. Some homes
were having Christmas parties
with cocktails; others were play
ing cards; young people were
necking; and many other things
you saw caused you to cry out:
"Where is the home that knows
the true Spirit of Christmas?"
You were on your way home
thinking over the evening when
you heard a Christmas carol. You
turned; lights shown out from an
average looking home, but some
thing about it drew you up to the
porch. The family was singing
"Joy to tht World" and then
"Silent Night."Something within
you echoed, "What a beautiful
silent night!" They read the
Christmas story, talked about the
real meaning of Christmas, and
had prayer together. You rang
the bell; and then realizing it,
you wanted to run but couldn't.
Suddenly the door opened. You
blurted out, "I 'm sorry, I'm a
peeping-Tom, but please tell me
what it is that gives your home
the true Christmas spirit?" Soon
you were inside, comfortably
seated, and truly feeling at home.
These words from that night
never left you.
"We have for many years felt
that Christ must be first in our
lives, and from the time we start
ed dating we never parted with
out spending some time in talk
ing with Him. One night we real
ized that we were meant for each
other. Several months later, on
Christmas Eve, we were decor
ating the Christmas tree at her
home—when we suddenly real
ized the real significance of this
evening. Nearly two thousand
years ago our Lord and Saviour
was born. I cannot explain how
we felt or what happened, but we
went to our knees in earnest
prayer. From that day to this
Christ has been the center of
Christmas in our hearts and
home.Christ is always first every
day. We have brought our child
ren up to know and love the Lord
and to realize that Christmas is
the celebration of His birthday.
We gave gifts to family and
friends, yes, for we truly feel
Christ would want us to "in re
membrance of Him. But we re
joice even more in giving an
equal amount or more for spreadingthemessageof the real Christ
mas Story to those who have
never heard."
As you walked home this
prayer was on your lips: "Lord",
would that we had more homes
where the Christ of Christmas is
in hearts and homes at Christmas
and evervdav."

there was a definite trend toward
better Christmas music and es
pecially for the revival of the gen
uine traditional carols, and so
once again at this Christmas sea
son we are privileged to enjoy the
beauty of these blessed old carols
as they tell to all once again "the
by Edgar H. Kilbourne
unbroken song, of peace on earth, a dommon bond between both
Dedicated to Taylor University
the tiny, out-of-the-way farm
good-will to men".
December 3, 1947
house and the towering busy
metropolitan skyscraper, a quiet
snow-covered village church and
an ornate cathedral, a negro and ( !
a white, and John Doe and the! ! L W
of the United States.
BIBLES
JEWELRY ! President
BOOKS
Dr. Meredith, Faculty, Students, and
While it is true that it is Christ- j
Personnel of Taylor University
I mas because it is December 25, j
SOUVENIRS
STATIONERY
and, conversely, itisDecember 25 j j
because it is Christmas, neither fact explains the real spirit of
this holiday, which would be
present even on May 1, July 1, or
October 18. No, this spirit is a
mixture of church, evergreen
AND
trees, carolers, bells, candles,
holly, freshly, baked pastries,
Santa Claus, children, mistletoe,
the wise men, tinsel, goodwill, the
story of the Nativiy, TB seals, a
stable in Bethlehem, and the
scores of traditional songs. No
person, regardless of his reli
Upland Cleaners
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
gious beliefs or disbeliefs, can
Cleaning Vj Dyeing' ; Pressing
remain unaffected by such a
combination; and there breathes
no man with heart so dead, that
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Thou shalt call his name JESUS: for he shall
he never to the world hath said,
save his people from their sins.
"Merry Christmas—and a Hap
py New Year."

Do Your Christmas Shopping
at the

College Bookstore
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Merry Christmas

Happy Netu Year
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The Story of the

Christmas in India

The Greatest Gift

Other Wise Man
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by Kay

by Elaine Oliva

McLaughlin

To the average Christian of
India, Christmas carries a differ
ent meaning than it does to the
Reviewed by: Ruth Strohm
average Christian of America.
This is the story as Henry Van
Sitting before the open hearth,
The Christian Indian knows noth
CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS FOUNDED
Dyke "heard fragments of it in he lets his mind wander back to
ing of long preparation for a
the Hall of Dreams, in the palace the wonderful days he spent
feast, neither has he seen bright,
IN PAGANISM
of the Heart of Man." It came to with his loving parents. How
j shining lights peeking out from
the author one long, lonely night well he can remember the en
Did you ever realize that most of the custom J that we have a m o n g the laden arms of a beauduring a prolonged illness. Mr. chanting evening his folks told associated with the Christmas spirit are from non-Christian and tiful fir tree, nor has he heard of
Van Dyke had studied and grown him the story behind his name. sometimes even pagan origins? The Christmas Tree, the Mistletoe, a "Santa Claus" who slides down
to love the tales of the Three
It seemed that old Kriss Krin- I Holly, the Yule Log, and even the date of Christmas itself had their the chimney in the stillness of
Wise Men as told in some of the gle was a kindly man who spent origins in pagan ceremony. Since no new culture can complete- night. He knows nothing of arismedieval books. That particular his life going about making ev-• ^ supercede an old, long-established culture without being in itself j n g early to pen gifts from loved
night, for the first time, he caught ervone's Tfe^jiTst a little bright- j modified by that culture; so Christianity in many points became o n es, of sitting down leisurely to
a vision of a Fourth Wise Man. er even to the extent of filling modfied by these pagan practices and customs.
a sumptuous feast, or of spendHe said:
th'e little birds' nest with snow.
The winter solstice occurs in the middle of December. The fact j n g the day in pleasure. But perDuring the days of Herod and He was continuallv giving to the that the shortest days of the year occur in December was the cause haps this is just as well, for he
"
°f> a n ( t occasion for, many pagan celebrations. During this time the does know that it is the time of
Augustus Caesar, a man called world a gift.
.
.
,
.
.
people would light large fires out-of-doors and keep a perpetual fire the birth of our Lord; and that
Artaban lived in the city of EcThen lttle I\ I IS S mind \ 1SU3 L,, ing on 4V>n!n
LnnntLn
I 1-, rtunLir
f /-, otvnn rtf Vion t V» O ^>11 lT-O'Atl Lmrtn
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a
ringing
their hearths,
hoping thereby
to strengthen the Sun-god knowledge t>
produces
butana, among the
Persian ized the terrible day he returned burnin
at
he
might
shine
brightly
again.
The
Yule
Log
is
the
Christian
j
y
j
his
heart
an
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su
LllclL
lie
llliglll
ailine
Hi
ignnj
agam.
I
lie
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ill
ilia
uiai
i
and
VOice.
He
so
that
G
n
mountains. The master of the
household was a tall, dark, mid train a hike in le \voo s o int descendant of this practice of burning fires to the Sun-god.The Yule has the true meaning of Christe ^0g
a ] a r g e j Q g w hich is placed upon the fire on Christmas eve. mas. He realizes, perhaps mort
dle-aged man, one who had "the that his home had I ui nei o
burns, so long does the Christmas celebration last, than we, the joy and peace that
brow of a dreamer and the ground and ater that is paien s
8
*
comes fron> complete worship of
mouth of a soldier," one who was had perished in the fire in a vain
search for him.
The Birth Of The Christmas Tree
^ "Son of Man
born for a life of quest. As he
Of
course
he
appreciated
the
The
ancient
Romans
ornamented
their
temples
with
flowers
and,
.
stood by his doorway to welcome
H * s Christmas holiday begins
his aunt and uncle brought green boughs during the feast of the Saturnalia. During the eighth
his friends late one September wav
'
*
°
B o n i f a c e w e n t n o r t h on Christmas evening
~ when he
night, his regal attire indicated him to live with them, but my, century the great Roman Catholic missionary
m
enibeis
°f
f
his association with the ancient how tired he was after chopping to convert the Germanic provinces to Christianity. There he discovwood
day
after
day
only
to
come
ered
the
feast
in
honor
of
Odin's
sacred
oak
which
took
placeduring
the
village
in
tront
o
the local
priesthood of the Magi. The nine
in
to
a
meager
meal!
How
he
the
latter
part
of
December.
During
the
feast,
replicas
of
the
sacred
pastors
modest
home.
Joining
guests were Parthian nobles, foltbe
1 l e P a s t o r oilers a prayer
lowers of Zoroaster, Upon the wished he could tell them about oak would be brought into the tribal halls and be treated with re- o t '"'
thanksgiving a ei w ich the
completion of their chant to old Kriss Kringle and his gifts spect as sacred things. Under the mandate of Pope Gregory I, who
Ahura-Mazda around a small and of his own great desire to stated that peoples Christianized should be given some celebration group wends its way up and
lighted altar, Artaban offered give to the world a gift, but he to compensate for the loss of their old practice of wild reveling, a down the dirty, nariow, Milage
Child was substituted
the streets, singing Christmas songs
nderstano. fir
tTr tree adorned in honor of
ot the Christ
unrist unua
sunsiuuieo for
ior me
them a place to sit and began to knew they wouldn't understand,
Kris
was
Oak.
At
first,
merely
the
tree
itself
stood
in
the
hall;
but,
later,
J"_
the native tune and tongue,
speak. During the discussion, he
At twenty five Kr
•ut voun« tradition added decoration after decoration until there evolved that 'he caroling may be continued
read from two small rolls of fine a handsome, clean cut
u n l l J , b e ; beginning of the service
parchment. The first prophecy man, and making his' own highly decorated bit of evergreen that we call the Christmas Tree.
the little mud meeting house
said : "Thereshall come a star out wav in the world Five vears aao I The ancient Saxon tribes, before the advent of Christianity, had a
of Jacob, and a sceptre shall arise he^left his aunt and unde and practice of bringing holly and other evergreens into their homes as the ^ T Z 7 e n l T Z
a refuge for the Sylvan spirits during the winter. With the coming mg tnen shoes as tney enter, the
out of Israel." The second was a had come to the citv, still seek1 of Christianity the holly gradually lost its meaning and became, Indians quietly take a cross-legreat
fiift
he
could
aive
prophecy from Daniel concern ing the
gl 1
8
merely a decoration for ise at Christmas time.
jgfd position on the floor. When
ing the time element. Artaban to his fellow men
all are at reverent attention, the
told how he and his three Magi
It was a beautiful snowy eve- Need We Say More?
...
„.
pastor arises to preach to them
companions had studied the hea ning, and the snow crunched
Mistletoe was the ancient Druidistic sacied plant. Diodorus Sic\y a y t the Truth, and the
vens and .computed it to fall in crisply under Kris's sturdy feet, ulus in his histories describes very vividly the rites of the Diuids in Lift, of Christ, God's gift to manthat very year. He asked for their As lie walked along the' busy their divinations and prophecies by slaughter of human victims and k i n d T h i s w o n ( j e r fui story alcompany on a pilgrimage and ex streets, he let his mind wander the examination of their hearts and entiails. It was a maik of pride w a y S brings new meaning, light,
plained that, having sold his back fondlv to his childhood of the Druids that the sacrificing priest could snatch the heait, still a n d Lope to these simple farmers,
possessions, he had bought a davs, when very beautiful organ beating, from the breast of the sacrificed. Caesar, in his I
sapphire, a ruby, and a pearl, to
ittracted his attention, heart, still beating, from the breast of the sacrificed. Caesar, in his! After the church service is
present as a tribute to the King. Following the sound of the mus- Gallic Commentaries, describes the druidistic practice of burning o v e r > a n ordinary dinner of rice,
After offering their scorn, ex ic, Kriss "found himself in front men in wicker cages. During the winter solstice when these cele- | c u "*y, a . special kind of bread,
cuses, and one his sympathy, each of a humble looking church. The brations took place, the druids gathered mistletoe with elaborate a n c l tea is served. For the childbade him "farewell" and went door was partly opened; Kriss ceremony and hung it in their homes where it became an object of J' en there is something extra, perout into the night, leaving him slipped quietly in and sat down, awe and reverence. This same mistletoe is hung in our homes during 1haps milk or
~~ a~ sweet1 meat. But
alone. That very night Artaban
they
are
so
thankful for even
t
h
e
There for the first time in his !
Christmas season and has acquired an entirely different, albeit
saw the star in the heavens. "It
this simple fare!
Kriss heard the storv f much more pleasant, connotation.
is the sign," he said. "The King is life
„ !,
.
Many of the Earth's inhabitants were sun-worshippers. To them
Oftentimes, due to poverty, the
gitt to the world, and
.
,
.. . .
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• N J- J tu
coming, and I will go to meet Godtus great
i u„
„.i„t u wi the middle of December was a very
time. Especially did this farmer cannot afford to spend
J critical
in
that
he
tound
what
he
had
.
.
.
.
.
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,
•
,
t
him.
\
ft
hold true in the northern countries where the days were so percept- the whole day away from his
been looking for
i b l Y shorter that the inhabitants had endowed them with special
He was to meet his three Magi
npeded
and
that
he
could,
w o r k. Therefore, upon the conmen
companions, Caspar, Melchoir,
' '
'
j significance and had set the time of mid-December aside for special
elusion of dinner, he must regive to all.
and Balthazar, at Borsippa, in
feasting and worship.
turn to his fields. Sometimes this
Babylonia, within ten days. He
Pagan Revelry to Christian Orgy
necessitates his walking a dismounted his swift horse Vasda
In Egypt and in Persia this time of year was marked by special j tance of eight miles. But, as he
and rode westward. He was rac
sacrifices, feasts, and revels. The Roman holiday of the Saturnalia | works, he continues to sing the
ing towards the goal on the final
occurred in mid-December. For two weeks the entire civilized world, soul-lifting songs, songs that can
lap of his journey when he came
went mad. The Saturnalia was a time of license—the time whenj C o m e o n 'y from the heart of a
upon the form of a man lying a| anything and everything went. Under the precedent set by the in- follower of the Lord,
cross the road. Because he stop
terdict of Pope Gregory 1, the Western Church in the fifth century
"O praise the Lord, all ye
ped to administer aid to the sick
ordered Christmas to be held on the old Roman holiday clebrating nations; praise Him, all ye peo
man, he missed his appointment.
1 the birth of Sol. There was some discussion concerning the date of
ple." Psalms 117:1.
His companions left a note
Christmas.Some
wished
to
place
it
in
March;
and
some
wished
to
which read: "We have waited
place it in December. Because, however, of the predomination of
[>ast the midnight, and can delay
paganistic celebrations during the winter solstice, the date of Christ
no longer. We go to find the
A Christmas Prayer
mas
was placed at this time—the reason being that thereby less dis
King. Follow us across the de
position of old established customs would occur.
Arise again! O star of light!
sert."
| Christmas customs are not to be thought of merely as something That shone when Christ was
Artaban, sorely disappointed,
that we have associated with the birth of Christ. Rather, they are a'
born,
sold his sapphire in order to out
heritage passed on to us from our ancestors, who, not knowing the And fill the hearts of men with
fit himself for the journey. Con
Christ, groped in the dark for an answer to the eternal question,
love
tinuing his quest alone, he ar
| "Who am I?" It is only fitting that we incorporate these into our That now are battle-torn.
rived in Bethlehem the third day
worship, because, although they have become completely Christian
after the others, only to find
ized, they may serve to remind us that Christ was not always with The sun still shines at Heaven's
them gone. While there, he sac
gate,
us and that we, indeed, are especially blessed with having been priv
rificed his ruby to spare a child
The skies are blue and bright;
ileged to live in an era in which Christ is known.
from death at the hand of the
And those who weep shall smile
Roman soldiers.
again,
bending over him heard a voice
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
When they have passed the night.
The Fourth Wise Man contin saying:
|
ued his quest, traveling from
"VERILY I SAY UNTO THEE, I RESOLVE:
Oh bells, ring out the Christmas
place to place, hoping to find the INASMUCH
AS
THOU HAST XT
.
,
cheer
DONE
IT
UNTO
ONE
OF
THE
Never
to
get
behind
in
my
collateral
again.
promised Messiah. He was a fri
I o all who lend their ear,
end to those in need, feeding the LEAST OF THESE MY BRETH- Never to let my term papers pile up until the last week.
And make us glad that we are
hungry, visiting . the afflicted, REN, THOU HAST DONE IT UNTO Never to waste away so much time in "no count bull sessions.*'
M E - • •"
free
Never to take a "prof" lightly when he warns us about a test.
comforting the prisoner.
l
o
see another year.
At last his quest was over. Never to sleep in classes.
Finally, after thirty-three years
—Dorothy Jashinsky
"The
Other
Wise
Man
had
found
Never
to
miss
breakfast?!
of searching, an old man about to
| Never to "grease" to improve my status. (Academic or otherwise.)
die, he journeyed to Jerusalem the King."
This is a beautifully told story. Never to trade another tie. (Men only.)
for the last time. It was the Pass
IT IS NOT SO EASY
over season, the time of the cru Thp lancninrtp is mnsieal a n d Never to borrow another headscarf. (Women only),
sonorous^
leaving
a
pleasant
|
Never
forget
to
"sign
out"
when
I
leave
the
campus,
cifixion of Christ. While follow
To apologize,
ing the crowd toward the Da taste in the mouth of the r e a d e r /Never to gripe about hash or bread pudding.
To begin over,
one questionable point Never to throw anything down the hall. (Men only??)
mascus gate of the citv, he was The
To admit error,
might
be the fact
that the Fourth" Never to yell "bloody
murder"j in the back court. (Women only). To take advice,
filled with
'Villi |Jll>
pity at
til 111L.
the plight
l'llj-,111 U1
of a
cl
o
xnv/v
l
*"
young girl and gave his last gem, Wise Man lied in order to save Never to go to class unprepared,
To be considerate,
the pearl, to ransom her from the life of the child at Bethlehem. Never to mislay my Taylor Handbook,
slavery. Nowr all of his precious Be this as it may, for enjoyable Never to use the library for anything other than academic purposes.' To kLp^nhwi'nP
one. The Other Wise reading along imaginative lines, Never to carry textbooks, papers or other temptations to chapel. I To think and the
gems were gone
and then act,
Man thought his quest had failed spend an hour in the "Hall of Never to let Friday night go by without a date. (Men only.)
t 0 p r o fjt i v YstQuTr
Q
y 1 I u s i a K e s,
As the result of an earthquake
•
C " hc-ip To '
rthquake Dreams" following the adven- Never to let another Friday night go by without a date, if I can
forgive
and forget,'
it.
(Women
only).
tremor, he was struck on the tures of Henry Van Dyke's Story
s b o u ' c ' e r a deserved blame,
Never to make another set of New Year Resolutions.
bead with a heavy tile. The girl of the Other Wise Man.
But It Always Pays."
By Henry Van Dyke

Kriss Kringls was a sweet lit
tle lad who lived with people
who just didn't understand him.
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"The Everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace... "
SANTA CLAUS EVE IN HOLLAND
by Wilhelmiena G. Van Egdom
Katrinka was looking forward to a very pleasant evening in the
children s ward of the hospital on Santa Claus eve. Often the nurse
would help her into her wheel chair, and she would visit the little
war ornhans in the next building to sing for them and tell them
stories. I onight was a very special night because Santa Claus would
be there and bring his fiendish-looking assistant, Ganda Kmecht.
Katrinka remembered the days when she used to fear Santa's help
er because he admonished the children so fiercely for all their mis
deeds of the past year, and he often gave them switches with which
their parents were to help them learn to be better. She remembered
too, in later years when Jan had played the part of Ganda Kmecht,
going with Santa Claus to the homes of the community. How they
had laughed when he scolded her for smiling too often at Dirk,
one of her classmates! It all seemed many years ago, so many things
had happened since that time.

i

Yuletide Yearnin's
j

Katrinka was teaching her Sunday School class in the little
church on Orange Street the day that life was changed for every
one in Ede. The air raid siren began shrilling its warning to the
inhabitants of the little country village. All the people rushed to
the shelters. Katrinka hurried her class of primary children into
the basement of the adjoining house and then ran back to help old
Grandma van der Pol who had been crippled by falling debris dur
ing an earlier raid. The dear old lady, who had lost all her loved
ones, had reached the door of the church when Katrinka entered.
Together they hurried toward the shelter of the friendly home next
door. The drone of the planes was coming nearer and nearer.
Friendly hands opened the door. Katrinka gently pushed her friend
inside, and then it seemed that the whole world burst into a roaring
flame.
When Katrinka opened her eyes, she was in a hospital. The first
few days were very vague in her memory. Then one day a kind old
doctor sat down beside her, took her hand in his, and questioned
her about her future plans. She told him that she and Jan were
planning to go to East India as missionaries when the war was
over. Gently the old man told her that the legs she thought were
broken were not there. He said that she must be very brave and go
on trusting th Lord to take care of every detail of her life and when
anything grew too hard, just to pray "Dear Lord, please take over."
Jan come in to see her then. He looked so different, so much
older. After a few moments in which both of them tried to be cheer
ful, Katrinka asked, "Jan, why don't my parents come to see me?"
Jan's face grew very pale as he replied, "The bombs did much
damage to our community, Katrinka. The old church is complete
ly gone."
Katrinka asked no more but whispered bravely, "Please, Lord,
take over,
Three months later she heard that Jan was among the missing,
'he missing in Holland were usually the young men who were
aken to Germany for labor. They seldom returned. She could only
irtiisper, "Dear Lord, please take care of him."
It was two years ago, the war was just over, but she was staying
a the hospital to entertain the children. She must forget all these
hings tonight and try to make life beautiful for the little orphans
rho would never know what home meant because they had lost
heir parents in the short week that Holland withstood the enemy,
'his new work she had accepted as her mission field.
The eyes of the children were, sparkling with anticipation when
he entered the room. They gave their little program and then
;athered about the tree with its home made decorations to listen
o Katrinka as she sang the old carols and told about Saint Nicolas.
Ifter she had told them how the good Saint trudged from house to
louse to take gifts to poor children, she told them about the giandst Gift of all. She told them the story of a loving God who sent
lis only Son to be a gift to the whole world on the very first Christnas.
They all sang carols, then the nurse lighted the few candles
hey had on the tree. Suddenly the children grew very quiet. They
lad heard the sound of a prancing horse at the door. They knew
hat Santa Claus came on a big white horse. Every year they set ou
heir little wooden shoes, filled with hay to feed him. 1 he dooi
ipened, and Santa came in followed by Ganda Kmecht. It was a
rery tall Ganda Kmecht whose face was completely hidden in a
ilack mask and a fierce black beard. After Santa had greeted all
he children and had told them how cold it was in the far north,
le turned to his helper and said, "Now, Kmecht, have these lit e
hildren been very good this year?" Kmecht had been gazing at
Katrinka and had to be spoken to twice before he heard.
Slowly he looked from one child to another and shook his head.
'I've been so very busy this year," he said, "I just don t remember
iverything. If this nice looking lady in the wheel chair will please
50 to the office with me, I shall have her give me the names of the
children and then I shall remember."
Gently he wheeled Katrinka into the office, closed the door, and
'emoved the ugly black mask and beard.
"Jan!" she exclaimed. Ten minutes later the door opened and
Katrinka walked into the room where Santa was trymg vainly to
lmuse the children. Ganda Kmecht stayed close by her side,
walked rather unsteadily and soon had to sit down.
After the happy group of children, with whom Kmecht could find
io fault, had been trundled off to bed, Jan told K a t ""^ f a b °"
lis life in Germany. He had been working with a doctor, perfecting
irtificial limbs for maimed soldiers. 1 he doc oi n
Ian worked so willingly and was so interested. Jan asked 1 s ]
nission to work on a pair experimentally. The permission was
:eadily given, and Jan used a 1 1 1
d° c t ( ors^n e ^ u ^ f a s £ i o n e d
or K^trinka^When^lm American army came into Ujjfcjog Jan
hid his treasure and escaped into the hands of h ' s ^P^mn^di t e
in American nrmv doctor about his experiences. He was immediatehired by Uie American Medical Corps to assist in the satne type

" AZ M' s t i m e h e h a d b e e n t r y i n g t o S
but he never reserved ani
Katrinka the Christmas
b '?
tained leave and hurried home to nrin 0 jxauuuvrift he had been working on so long.
0

Inquiring reporter: "Whatcha'
I want lor Christmas.... hmmm?
. . . 'tension all would-be Santas!
| Dan Hutchins caught indus
triously typing, hesitated and
[said, "A car—" then scanning the
| reporter rather skeptically said,
Christmas, with its holly and berries, its chimes in the tower, its j "Oh, I'd he happy with a pair
tinsel and ribbons, its candles and warmth, bespeaks a special sea I of socks." Speaking of typing,
son of the year. So it was deemed befitting to devote this column Dewey Moore wants a typewriter
to an exceptionally noteworthy Person on the campus. His influence cause he can't read his writing,
has been felt immeasurably throughout the years as a teacher, en and pity the poor profs. Twyla
couraging and guiding in times of stress, offering to administration Bergman, when asked what St.
and students alike solutions to the innumerable problems which in Nick could bring her, came up
evitably present themselves about any college. Personal visits from with a hit of "human interest"
this One ever brought and still leave happiness and sweetest joy, land said, "Cal"
1 guess that
whether to us as groups or individuals.
was a silly question to ask her.. .
Our Friend was born in a manger at Bethlehem of Judea, His huh? Jack Gimlin wasn't real
birth having been fortold many centuries before by the prophets. specific but maybe he'd settle for
Isaiah wrote, "For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given." a "dirty ole"' shirt. Garfield
There was no quandary or endless search for a name, for an angel Thompson was more deferential
had earlier appeared to Joseph, announcing His name as Jesus, when we approached him on the
which means Savior. His boyhood home was one of the most humble, subject as he was leaving the
located in Nazareth of Galilee, where He toiled with His earthly "catacomb of learning" (library,
father. God the Eternal was His heavenly father", whose business that is) and said that he needed a
was placed formost in His life. When He reached maturity, He was tricycle to get around the cam
known as a Helper of the Needy, depictd not only by His kind, lov pus. He'd been hoping for a car
ing ways, but by His Wisdom and intellectual capacity. Though but he'll settle for Ihree wheels.
possessor of all these qualities, still He was close to the heart of the ..Will Cleveland injected hope
fully, "with enough credits, 'Bish
common, and was of a meek and lowly spirit.
Not only was the manner of His birth unique, but the purpose op' you can look forward to hob
for which He came. It was defined before He was even conceived bling around on a "cane." Mar
by the Holy Spirit. He was Divinity itself, sent by God to take on the ilyn Applegrin wants a "dickie".
form of man, experiencing the ways of human flesh, to give ulti .. (hum.) While we're looking
into the college wardrobe, Mr.
mately His life a ransom for the sins of many.
Long needs a pair of house slip
His ministry at one time was that of an earthly teacher. It has
pers to go with the robe his girl
changed a bit, as He has sent His Holy Spirit, as He promised, to
gave him., (now there's a prac
continue His work. He himself is on His throne at the right hand
tical man!) Barbara Clark, when
of God the Father interceding for us, who by nature are estranged
presented with the problem of
from God.
yuletide yearnin's narrowed hers
This, our Great High Priest, may be in person for a time; hut we down to a Cadillac.. .Dee tem
hold still the memories of His vicarious death and suffering for us pered the suggestion with an "Aw,
whom He loved and came to redeem. More glorious than these are something sensible." Mel Cothose of His resurrection from the dead, providing for us who field and roommate Howie Stowe
choose it life more abundant and free. As we ponder upon His utter said they wished Santa would
unselfishness and His love which transcends all our powers of send them a charmed basketball
thought, should it not cause "our hearts to burn within us"?
an' the team would take the rest
At this, the time of celebrating the birth of this Mighty One, let us of the games. (. .yes siree! that's
present our gifts of lives, talents, time, and material means to the school spirit!) Jackie Hobson
unspeakable gift of God, the Christ who shall one day call for the was real helpful too, and with a
prepared Bride, His Beloved!
little squeal said, "Ohhh! dia
mond rings, an' bracelets and'
—Esther Rupp
Class of '47 things.... (Oh, Daddy!!) Marty
Busch, on the conservative side,
wants a red convertible with red
leather seat covers....(Santa,
you've got troubles!) Bob Merrian was looking a little dejected
(and who wouldn't, struggling
with 3 cases of coke) when he
said he wants the coke machine
put on 2nd floor!!! Val Johnson,
another of the 4th floor leftists
wants a steam shovel. When the
reporter ventured, "What on
MY GIFT TO HIM
earth for?..." she looked a bit
disturbed and said, "To shovel
Why don't I smile and laugh and sing
steam, ...silly"... Christmas
When all around me joy does ring?
shopping
is a problem, ask Ed
Why do I sit in my darkened room
Poser—there seems to be one
And think and think as I watch the gloom
essential element an' where to
Of a world in anguish and deep dismay?
find the "nominal fee"...sob!
Why do I weep when bright lights flash
Well, Santa, now that you've
And music glares and drums do clash?
learned our (Yuletime) yearnin's
Why do I cry when the world seems bright
—See whatcha' can do.... huh?
And to others everything seems so right?
Why, oh why, do I weep and cry?

An Unseen Guest

I weep because on a night long ago
In a manger, born when the cattle low,
Was the Babe who was sent from God on High
To a world of sin,
I cry because they rejected Him.
They nailed him to that awful tree
And there he suffered and bled for me
So on this Holy
Night
of Nights
v
o
O
While all around is song and lights
I dedicate my life to Him,
Who can save the world from its deepest sin.
Wanda Burkhead

For A

MERRY CHRISTMAS
And A

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

PURE OIL SERVICE STATION
UPLAND, INDIANA
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SEASON'S
GREETINGS
from

I

Headley's Barber
Shop
"The place to get your haircut" f

I !

220 West Washington Street
HARTFORD CITY
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Arc You A Good
Roommate?

The place was full. Rich and
poor, young and old had gath
ered to bring their gifts to the
Christ-child. Far down at the
front, a minister in white flow
ing robes was standing before
as related by Eileen Lageer
the altar. A hush swept over the
It was Christmas Eve, and a audience as he lifted his hands
sacred silence had settled upon to speak.
the little town of Credun in
"My children," he said loving
southern Bolivia. For years it ly, "let us bring again our gifts
had been the custom of the to the altar. Perchance this
townsfolk to attend the Christ shall be the time when Christ
mas service in the great, white wall smile on our offerings, and
cathedral whose ancient spire the silver bells in the tower will
soared majestically into the very ring."
heaven itself. So high did it
One by one the people started
reach in fact, that few people in a stream to the altar. Such
had ever seen the silver tip beautiful gifts! Surely the bells
which pointed still higher into will ring tonight ! There goes the
the hazy atmosphere. Tradition wealthiest man of the town, tak
had set forth the story that in ing with him a treasure of gold.
the top of the spire there were Hark do the bells ring? But noth
bells that rang so beautifully ing except the sound of tramp
that anyone hearing them would ing feet and the stifled hiss of
be transfixed with ecstasy. These excitement reaches the straining
bells, however, would ring only ears. Here and there sighs of
upon that rare occasion when disappointment are heard from
someone offered the Christ-child, the people. Perhaps they shall
on the eve of His birthday, the not hear the bells after all. But
best gift of all. For years the wait, here comes the king of the
bells had been silent, and some country, carrying the crown jew
people were beginning to doubt els. Carefully he places them on
the truth of the tradition and de the altar. All wait with baited
clared it was just a tale. But once breath. Slowdy he begins to reagain, from force of habit, and ! move the jewelled crown from
from hoping against hope, the his head, and offers it too, as a
people of Credun had assembled token of his allegiance. Surelyin that magnificent cathedral to oh, surely now the bells will ring.
lay their gifts on the altar.
The silence grows ominous as
Just outside the town, a little the people strive to hear the mu
boy shivered in the cold, biting sic thev had so anticipated. But
wind, and pulled his tattered the only sound that met their
coat about him as he quickened ears was the roar of the wind as
his steps toward his destination. it whistled through the shutters.
Michael's heart glowed with Impatiently, the people began to
pleasure as he
thought of shift their feet. Disappointment
the two pennies in his pocket. hovered like a cloud over the
They were his very own. He was whole building.
going to spend them for sweets
The minister was standing
at the baker's shop when he got now to announce the last hymn.
to town. How hard he had His face was drawn and white.
worked for them! Weaving was He, too, had hoped that this year
not an easy job, and he often might be the time when the bells
grew so tired. But tonight was would ring. The audience shuf
Christmas Eve, and his master fled to its feet; the organist
had given him that long-antici crouched down in the back seat,
pated permission to set out for raised his hands to plav. when.
Credun.
Hark! What was that? Could it
How exciting the town looked be...? Stealing down through
to him! Candles were flickering the night air, as if from an in
their cheery lights in the win credible distance, came the clear,
dows of
every home. Holly exquisite ringing of the most
wreaths above the doors present beautiful music they had ever
ed their blessing upon all who heard. The bells! They were
entered. Even the old buildings ringing! Every eye turned to the
had taken on a festive air. In altar, and there, shaking with
his hurry down the street, Mich pitiful sobs, knelt a little ragged
ael came to a sudden stop, for urchin. In front of him on the
out from the beautiful white ca snowy altar covering lay two palthedral came the sweetest strains trv pennies. But down from the
of music that he had ever heard. heights came the sound of the
Strangely, he seemed drawn to bells ringing out their message
the door, then, after a moment which seemed to be: "He has
of
bewildered
observing, he given the best gift, for he hath
slipped in through the vestry and brought all he had!"

When the
Bells Rang

£eason s
| OLIVER STEINER

i

One of the most important
\ our head is kind of round
college courses isn't listed in any and hard and your branes are in
catalogue
it and your hair on it. Your face
—but it might be called "Living is the front of your head where
With A Roommate." Just in case you eat and make faces. Your
your roomie is too polite to tell— neck is what keeps your head
better give yourself a quick out of your collar. It's hard to
keep clean.
check-up.
Corner Stone
Your shoulders are sort of
Answer "No" or "Yes" to these
shelves
where you hook your sus
Varsity
Magazine
questions.
If
(Continued from page 2, col. 5)
'you answer "No" to at least 11, penders. Your stummik is some
He, the infant Christ, would of ,you're a pretty fair roommate; thing that if you do not eat often
fer for all time a single God-sat113 to 17 means you're wonderful; enough, it hurts, and spinage
isfving sacrifice for sins and
lmore than 17 indicatesyou'retoo don't help it none.
would sit down at the right hand
good to be true. If, on the other
^ our spine is a long line in
of God. There would be no need
hand, your "No's" are below 9, your back that keeps you from
of sacrifice from Calvary on
I Varsity, the young man's maga- folding up. Your back is always
ward, "For by a single offering jzine, suggests, that you become a
behind you no matter how quick
He—perfected for all time those I hermit.
you turn around.
who are consecrated." (Hebrews
Your arms you got to have to
10:11-15, R. S. V.)
1. Do you lose your temper easily?
pitch with and so you can reach
2. Do you sulk ?
Let us rejoice in a measure
3. Do you talk too much ?
the butter. Your fingers stick out
which we have never known be
4. Do you read out loud?
of your hands so that you can
5. Do you gossip?
fore at this Christmas time. Let
6. Do you fail to consider his or throw a curve and add up Rithus rehearse these truths and give
metick.
her) likes and dislikes?
thanks. May we be reminded by
7. Do you expect to be included in
Your legs is what if you have
Saint
Paul
that... "Now in
his invitations?
not got two you cannot get to
8. Do you brag about your work,
Christ Jesus we who once were
first base. Your feet are what you
friends or social position?
afar off have been brought near
9. Do you rely on your roommate run on. Your toes are what
in the blood of Christ. For He is
for amusement?
always get stubbed.
our peace, who has made us one, 10. Do ycu talk too much about your
And that's all there is of you
heart interests ?
and has broken down the divid
except
what's inside and I never
11.
Do
you
always
talk
about
your
ing wall of hostility, by abolish
saw it.
troubles ?
ing in his flesh the law of com 12. Do you try to be the boss ?'
(Ed. note: The noise you just
mandments and ordinances, that 13. Do you ask questions about per
heard
was Miss Rutz and Dr. HilHe might create in Himself one
sonal matters ?
bish
leaping
from the Ad Build
new man in place of the two, so 14. Do you share his interests ?
ing tower, ending it all.)
15.
Do
you
lack
respect
for
your
making peace, and might recon
roommate's privacy?
cile us to God in one body 16. Do you play the radio continuous
through the cross, thereby bring
ly ?
19. Do you neglect cleaning up after
ing the hostility to an end. And 17. Do you take the best drawers
a party ?
and
hog
the
closet
space?
20. Do you forget to pay half of
He came and preached peace to
18. Do you litter the room?
mutual expenses?
us who were afar off and peace
to those who were near, for
through Him we both have ac
cess in one Spirit to the Father."

Swank Jewelry

Arrow Shirts

« McGregor Sportswear

Shirtcraft Shirts

Hickok Belts and Buckles

Jayson Pajamas

Gates Gloves

Knit-Tex and

Worsted Tex Suits

Winter-Tex Topcoats

Clipper Craft Suits

Puritan Sweaters

Gabardine Top Coats by

Crosby Square Shoes

Clipper Craft

Life-of-Ease Slacks

MILLER
MOTOR SALES

Rabhar Robes

! STEINS CLOTHING STORE
(

UPLAND

j PHONE 47

Corner Washington and High Streets
HARTFORD CITY

Upland Beauty Shop

A Merry Christmas

Specializing in
Permanents and
Hair Styling

Phone 72

AND

for appointment
GLADYS CLARK, PROP.

FLORIST

— FINE FOODS —

Wilson's I. G. A.

the OAKS
One-half Mile East of Gas City
Mr. and Mrs. Ves Jones

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Happy New Year
FROM

GREETINGS

BETTY COATS

Stetson Hats

Pleasant
Holidays
To All

from

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Room 431

Gltlidmas Qijjt'-

"Tifcanks be to God for His inex
pressible gift."
"For unto us a child is born, unto
us a son is given; and the government
shall be upon his shoulder; and his
name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, The mighty God, The
everlasting Father, The Prince of
Peace."

SEASON'S

R. M. HENLEY

A Boy's Essay on
Anatomy

UPLAND, IND.

HAPPY NEW YEAR
from

MERLIN WILKINS

representatives for

BROWM-TRUEBLOOD

EDWARD SHY

Launderers and Dry Cleaners
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Trojans Drop Indiana Tech and Findlay, Lose to Huntington
Intramurals Bring

Huntington 54
Taylor 52,

Taylor 63, Findlay 53

Taylor 67
Indiana Tech 44

Our snappy Taylor Trojans
defeated the Findlay College Oil
Meeting Indiana Tech for the
Taylor's Trojans traveled to
Intramurals got under way Huntingeon Saturday night and ers in Maytag gymnasium on second time in as many nights,
with a rush Saturday, December fell before the Forresters of Hun Friday, December 12 by the the Taylor Trojans more than
score of 63-53. The Oilers proved
Instead of our usual sport 6, as three games were played to tington College 54-52. Once again to be a tough team throughout proved the first win was no fluke
start
the
ball
rolling.
as they again took Tech's meas
the second quarter proved disas
flashes from campus activity
the first half as they hit the bas ure by a 67-44 score.
trous
as
the
Trojans
saw
their
In
the
first
encounter
second
this column in this issue is used
ket consistently from both the
to take in the nation's sport pic lloor Swallow Robin proved too 19-10 lead at the first quarter field and the free throw line. The
The boys lost no time indicat
much for their buddies on the fade, and they left the floor tied
ture.
Trojans rallied with a minute ing what the outcome would be
First of all The Echo All A- floor below and walked off with 29-29 at the half time. .
left in the first half and held a as they jumped into a quick 9-2
mericans based on the various a 36-29 decision. Baldridge and
In the first ten minutes O U T i slight 28-26 lead as Coppock and lead on the strength of a drive-in
Hubbard were the thorns in first Trojans functioned like a well
press All American choices:
Tinkle each contributed a basket shot by Tinkle, Coppock's two
L. E.
B. Swiaki
Columbia xloor's side as they contributed oiled machine, and Huntington with seconds remaining. When dog shots, a rebound by Haisley
L. T.
B. Daufs
Georgia Tech 11 and 8 points respectively. looked dazed. Wilhelmi, Tinkle the teams left the floor for the and Stow's foul shot. This was
J. Stefl'ey
L. G
Army Lockner's 11 points led the los and Stow opened Taylor's scor intermission every spectator felt increased to 21-7 at quarter time.
ing with Huntington keeping that the game would be a thriller The Trojan's offense bogged
Bednarik
C.
Pennsylvania ers.
Then big Norm hit two right down to the final whistle, down a little in the second quar
The second game of the day pace.
S. Suhey
R. G.
Penn State
G. Conner
R. T.
Notre Dame provided another close struggle quick field goals and a foul shot, but the Trojans caught fire and ter and their margin at the half
P. Cleary Southern Cal. as third floor Swallow Robin and Haisley added a tip in. Tink gradually pulled away to a com was 34-18. Coppock was held to
R. E.
Q. B. J. Lujaek
Notre Dame took the measure of third floor le then hit Norm under the buck fortable 12 point margin midway a mere 14 points most of which
R. H. I). Walker Southern Meth. Wisconsin 37-30. Miller collected et with a beautiful length of the in the second half. This margin were lay-ups to lead the scoring
Michigan 13 of S. R.'s total and was fol court pass, and Norm dumped it was made possible by the bril and jie was ablv supported by
L. H. B. Chappius
R.Evans
Kansas lowed closely by Hoag who made in. Dave and Haisley again hit liant rebound scoring of "Big Haisley's seven.
F. B.
It is interesting to note that eleven. Oliver's rebound work to give Taylor a 19-10 quarter Norm" Wilhelmi, the tricky
Three reserves started half for
the center who made practically and the fine passwork of the lead.
shooting of "Chick" Coppock,
the
Trojans as Meredith, Mclver,
whole
team
makes
third
floor
S.
all
Ail-American teams was
Then in the second quarter it and the aggressive floor play of
coached in high school by our R. the favorites right now. Wil- happened. Huntington tied the Mel Coefield. Tinkle's brilliant and Long took up the task to
kins managed to bang in eleven score before Wilhelmi could get passwork was also a big factor jump the score to 51-29 at. the
own Coach Dodd.
Next we'd like to pick our se points for the losers.
our first field goal. Norm fol in giving the Trojan's the edge fourth quarter mark. All three
lections for the Bowl winners.
In the biggest scoring game of lowed with a pivot shot, but they needed. The game was hard managed to bucket a field goal.
Check them on New Year's Day, the day second floor Wisconsin Huntington forged ahead 29-25, fought throughout and as a re As Maclver dropped an over the
all you sport fans: Rose Bowl— ran over the married students and then Long and Coppock sult Taylor lost the services of head left hander, Meredith stole
Michigan over Southern Califor 46-32. The second floor Wiscon- chipped in with two fielders to Tinkle, Stow, and Cofield in the the ball and punched it in, and
nia. Southern Cal will be up for sin showed plenty of scoring tie the score 29-29 at the half.
final few minutes via the foul Long hit a jump-tUrn shot from
the side.
this game, but Michigan has a power with Augsberger and Hul
The third quarter saw the route. Both coaches substituted
little too much for them.
sman netting 28 points between score see-saw back and forth and freely as 23 players saw action.
Indiana Tech's inability to
Cotton Bowl—Southern Meth them. Hulsman's height under as the quarter ended Huntington The Trojans showed considera- score from close in kept them
odist over Penn State. This is the backboard paid big divi had gained a two point (44-42) ble improvement in ball handling completely out of the picture, as
really a toss up, but Penn State dends. The Men of Bondage edge. Big Norm's two jump-turn ] over previous performances.
Clemnz was their only threat
has no Doah Walker so we'll showed flashes of scoring power shots were the highlights of the
with 12 points.
Taylor
(63)
FG
FT
P
string along with S. M. U.
Whitehead and Nussbaum gath offense. Haisley was lost on
1
5
5 TAYLOR (67)
FG FT PF
Orange Bowl—Kansas on the ered 19 of their points to share fouls in this quarter, and our re Tinkle
9
Coppock
11
1
4 Tinkle
»)9
»)9
O
strength of Roy Evan's passing scoring honors.
bounding strength was greatly Meredith
0
0
1
Maclver
1
0
1
should have the edge on Georgia
The final game of the day had weakened.
Wilhelmi
5
1
1 Coppock
11
1
2
Tech.
to be postponed as the commut1
Stow
2
5 Meredith
1
1
1
Sugar Bowl—This will be a ters were unable to get their
Coefield
3
5 Wilhelmi
2
3
1
3
passing duel between Bobby Lay- men together. Odle joined with
3 Haisley
1
1
Haisley
5
1
1
ne of Texas and Harry Gilmer of them for a scrimmage game with
Long
1
0
0 Stow
2
2
2
Alabama. We'll take Texas.
fourth floor Wisconsin and led to play anyway, but when he
Long
1
0
1
East West Shrine game—With them to a 50-48 victory.
limped under to tie the score at Findlay (53)
0
2
2
Johnny Lujaek directing play
0
0 Cofield
2
The second Saturday of play 46-46, Coach had to withdraw Bel ton
the East again is favored.
1 INDIANA TECH (44)
2
1
in the Intramural league again one of the most courageous boys Hickman
North-South- The South will provided three nip and tuck ball ever to get on a basketball floor. Shively
3
1
1 Brue
0
1
3
have a slight edge and should games.
2
4 1 Reed
Taylor missed his ball hawking Wortman
3
1
0
win.
3
1
1 Brown
Fourth floor Wisconsin and considerably and fell behind just Adams
2
0
2
Dixie Bowl—Arkansas over the married men started things enough to let Huntington stall Simpson
3 Wetters
1
0
3
1
3
William and Mary. Clyde Scott over quite slowly as fourth floor out the game. Cofield's 7 points Krizner
3
1
5 Kindig
0
1
1
will make the difference.
0
1
4 Clemenz
4
4
3
won a low scoring 26-15 ball led Taylor's scoring in this quar Elshoff
Delta Bowl—Mississippi with game. The score stood at 4-2 ter. Norm Wilhelmi
3
2 Stoma n
2
poured Hirshmaki
4
2
2
Conerly and Poole should take married men at the first stop through 17 points for the even Carter
0
0
2
the measure of Texas Christian. and 8-8 at the half. In the second ing's high point total.
\
\
This closed the schedule until
half fourth floor picked up a lit
YOURS FOR SERVICE
"Equipped to Serve You
tle and managed to overcome after the holidays and gives the
B. H. TROUT
Faithfully"
Girl's Team Downs
Trojans
a
6
won,
2
lost
record
their foes. Willert picked up
nine points to lead the scoring. which is an enviable record in
BARBER SHOP
Central 44-23
Upland Hardware
The first game of the after any league. We're proud of the
UPLAND, INDIANA
On the evening of Friday, Dec noon's play saw third lloor S. R. fellows and their coach so let's
PHONE 92
ember 5, the tower bell rang again rolling over their oppo keep backing them with our,
the Women's Basketball Team, nents, first floor S. R., as they cheers and prayers.
again for the second victory of scored a 47r24 victory. Oliver
FG FT P
The game was played here in couldn't miss as he hit the TAYLOR (52)
3
1
2
Tinkle
our gymnasium against the nets for eight field goals. First
0
0
2
Women's Basketball Team from floor put up a battle in the first Mclver
0
4
5
Coppock
Indiana Central. Both teams were half as the score stood 22-16, but
4
0
2
staunchly supported by enthus third floor promptly ran it to Meredith
1
5
8
Wilhelmi
iastic fellow players.
Our Sincere Wishes For A
39-16 in the third quarter and
0
5
2
Haisley
The Taylor Trojans held the coasted in.
0
2
2
Stow
lead all through the game with
The last game of the day left
1
1
2
Long
the score at the half being 24 to
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)
3
2
2
Coefield
13, and 44 to 23 at the end of the
game. The Trojans were again
HUNTINGTON (54)
much taller, on the whole, than good deal more practice and im Schilling
3
3
2
And A
the girls of the other team which provement. His only comment Schoeff
6
3
7
made guarding and
passing | after the game was made with a Hornaday
5
2
2
much easier. Eileen Lageer was! broad grin and decided relief. Stykes
1
0
1
again the highest scorer with 24 'Well, it was a pretty good game, Kaylor
0
3
0
points. Kay Wright did a much wasn't it?"
3
3
4
Garretson
There are still a number of Hanzelman
better piece of work in this last
2
0
1
game and rolled up 11 points. scheduled games to be played
She was followed by Mudge who and we hope that the Trojans
made 6 points, and Van Horn may always remain an undefeat
Showaiters* Grocery
ed team.
who made 3.
The next time there is a game
Decided improvements can be
A COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
noticed in the Trojans passing p l a y e d here, how about everyone
(Frozen Foods)
and guarding, but the Coach turning out to give the team all
Phone 61
We Deliver
maintains that they still need a the support possible?

Good Competition

Merry Christmas

Prosperous New Year
COLLEGE GROCERY & LUNCH

WISHES YOU

Qod's Richest Blessings for a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
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Dr. Hilbish

MARTY'S LADDITUDES

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

Christmas comes but once a year,
So let's enjoy it while it's here.
Hminm,-——no money.
Christmas, ah, what a time of year! Vacation, food, home, family,
fiance, more members for our Engaged Girls Club, presents: well,
it's just wonderful. Huh, kids?

Seminary and Prep School,
which is now a senior college in
1923. Three summer sessions;
1925, 1926, and 1927, were spent
at the University of Chicago. She
received her M. A. degree from
the University of Pittsburgh in
1932 and her Ph. D.degree from
the University of Pennsylvania
in 1936.

Speaking of presents, "Janie" got
the Christmas spirit a bit early and j
gave me something pink to keep my
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
lil' hands warm. Now, I won't have
to wear my red mittens with my pink vania, and Indiana. He was grad
head scarf.
uated in 1936 from North Canton,
"Popcorn"—does that strike a Ohio High School. His music tal-j

Prof. Keller

familiar note. Just mention the ent was recognized early, and,
word and two heads pop up while yet in High school, he was
seemingly from nowhere.
the youngest member of the McEveryone was quite aggravated at Kinley A cappella choir, a 150
me in Criminology class a week or voice organization made up most
so ago, when, I forgot my job of ly of professional singers.
Professor Keller chose Man
keeping Proffitt awake, 'cause they
wanted to hear the "Voice of Proph chester College for his advanced
education where he w f as active in
ecy."
It must be quite discouraging! music organizations. He served
to practice solo for voice class i as student assistant to the music
day after day and never be called | department for three years, memon* This was the sorry plight ber of the trumpet section of the
hi b«r n
that poor Ollie Stoll was in, un band and orchestra, business
til we got Prof. Keller on the manager of the A cappella choir
Y
om.
^lor
U.r?tfi
I
ball to call on him. After his de two years, president of the chor
yo«.r
stu.denti
off
for
but, we can now feel free to ask al society his senior year, direct
v ^ c action
Ollie to sing solos at any time. or of a pep band, and advertising
Please give him a week's notice manager of the college annual.
as his repertoire consists of but He was graduated from Man
one number, "The Stranger of chester with a B. S. in education INTRAMURALS
B Team Wins Thriller
in 1940.
Galilee."
From
Huntington
(Continued from Page T, Col. 2)
After college came high school
Wilhelmena Van Egdom has turned
Taylor's "B" team brought its
out to be quite a speed demop. It teachings at Larwill, Indiana, little to be said as almost every
seems that our little "Minnie" was where he met a charming music thing happened including Warn record to .500 Saturday night as
picked up by the cops in Gas City teacher, a graduate of De Pauw er's bucket for his opponents. they won a thrilling one point
University with a Bachelor of Third floor Wisconsin took the victory over Huntington 30-29.
for speeding. Slow down kiddie.
The first quarter ended with
The Senior class was like a Music degree, who is now Mrs. measure of second floor S. R.
bunch of little kittens with a Keller. They had the music de- 45-28. It was 19-18 second floor Taylor holding a 13-10 lead as
ball" Yf yarn" the other day." Dor- partmenl well in hand and were at the half, but the third floor Haifley, Johnson and Jensen
cas has quite a knotty "naughty" married before going to Leo High jumped to a 28-22 lead in the garnered all of the 13 points. The
a t Grabill, Indiana,
mess to rewind.
two years third quarter and went on to second quarter was a low scoring
. ,c.
, ..
. ,
later. In four years of high school sew up the victory.
Vaughn period as Huntington scored 6
The traffic regulations to do away ,
, .
,
.
.
.
T.
teaching at two schools Profes gained thirteen points to lead the points and our boys were getting
with the congestion in the halls of
sor Keller turned out musical or winners, while Hubbard's six 4, those being Jensen's two field
the Ad building is a pretty good idea.
ganizations from both places that teen points for the losers led goals. Jensen fired one in, with
The Student Council does good, even
won first division ratings in the i both teams in scoring.
30 seconds left to give Taylor a
if it is hard for the older of us to
district, and second division rat17-16 half time lead.
remember to go up when the sign .
...
t
t
„
, .
.
,
.. inas al state contests. While at
This terminates play until af
The boys could
pick up
says TT
Up and to go down when it
»
,
f
.» t
! Grabill he was a member of a ter the holidays, but before the only 3 points in the third quar
says "Down." I think we should dis
men's quartette known as the next game every team should ter on a fielder by Cook and a
regard the sign pointing down, how
Gospel Harmony Four, a group pick a name and report it to charity toss by Haifley. In the
ever, for we should always be strivwhich did extensive church work Coach Odle in writing.
meantime
Huntington
had
m§ iv" P>V ? rd
i
i and was offered a job in radio
grabbed a 25-20 lead and held
W 7 e have two new engaged
iI r I„avlnr
,
.
f
,
TT
r
D «
With
two
easy
victories
under
npr.nme Pro
F
Taylor TTmvpr<iirv
University became
this with 6 minutes left.
Shy
couples on the campus. Bertha
fessor Keller's next field of en their belts, third floor S. R. then got in the ball game and hit
Morford and Bob White, and Jo
deavor. During his four years of looks like the team to beat; how his first shot, a one-hander, and
Young and "Gus" Kirkcauldy.
work in teaching music classes ever, second floor Wisconsin will Reigel followed with a drive-in
Congrats to you all.
and giving voice lessons, he has be a tough aggregation to stop. shot. Huntington got two more
Harold Beattie was chaulfer for a j te p^ busy directing the choral
field goals and Haifley and
Standings thus far:
gospel team recently, and was asked, j s o d e t y a n d v a r s i t v quartette, serRhodes got 4 points between
*
— J
i-t»
4.. I.i:. ,]<• 41ao n
rl1*1\'O t"
in addition
to his duties as ao driver,
gospel team and auto
W. L. P.S. O.P. pet them to close the gap to 29-28,
to give a short devotional message at mobile permit committees, and 3rd S. R. 2 0 84 54 1.000
Huntington, with 45 seconds
the afternoon service. When they ar sponsoring this year's Junior 2nd Wise. 1 0 46 32 1.000
left.
This set the stage for Gus
rived, Harold took off his top coat, class.
4th Wise. 1 0 26 15 1.000 Johnson's game winning bucket,
and low and behold, he had no suit
A recent accomplishment of 2nd S. R. 1 1 64 74
.500 | a beautiful set shot from away
coat. His host came to the rescue, Professor Keller is that he has 3rd Wise. 1 1 75 65
.500 j out. Gus immediately fouled
however, and gave him his. Talk been awarded a Master of Music 1st S. R.
0 2 53 83
.500 his man, but the fellow missed
alo.it absent-mindedness!
degree from the Cincinnati Con Married
0 2 47 72
.000 I the toss and the gun sounded beThis is kinda old news, but it servatory of Music as a result of
Commuters—No official games
fore another shot could be taken.
was sure good to see Ed Shy back three summers spent there. He
in his old form of shooting a bas also spent one summer session at
ket from the center of the floor the Chris Johnson Choral School.
in the Indiana Central game.
Some of his teachers of music in
The student teachers are up in the clude Daniel Borger, Dr. John A.
air again. George Toops refused to Hoffman, and Dmitrie Onefrie.
SEASONS GREETINGS
let Miss Payne watch him while Besides being qualified to teach
teaching his swimming class at Hart music,
Professor Keller has
FROM PERSONNEL
ford. Is that the right spirit, George? taken extra college curricula
Dear Santa,
which qualifies him to teach com
Please bring Will a new hat merce and mathematics.
OF
for Christmas.
Professor Keller has a congen
Sincerely,
ial personality which makes stuAlyce dents like and appreciate him.
Merry Christmas to everybody, His willingness to give time to
and don't eat too much.* And students and religious functions
AND DRY CLEANERS
don't forget...In the midst of leaves him without anv particulall the festivities, be sure and ar hobby Music. The Kellers are
223 W. WASHINGTON
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
keep the "Christ" in Christmas, proud parents of a son, Robert
Love,
Denton, who will be four months
Marty
old on Christmas Day.
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[ PROGRESS LAUNDRY

TO QUENCH YOUR THIRST
TO SATISFY YOUR APPETITE

MATERIAL FOR THE
CRAFTSMAN

Drop in At

Will man Lumber Co.

The UPLAND CAFE

Phone 211

PHONE 225

\

j MRS. ISCHE

i

GEORGE TOOPS,

LESTER KENNEDY

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES

\

J

Upland

McDonough
ON MAIN STREET

Dr. Hilbish began her career
as a rural school teacher in 1912.
She taught in Jamestown, Penn
sylvania high schools from 1923
to 1932. She served as Dean of
Women and English Professor at
Kanawha College in 1936 and
1937; and as Associate English
Professor at Kanawha College in
1936 and 1937; and as Associate
English Professor at Cedarcrest
College in 1937 and 1938. In 1939
and 1940 she was English Pro
fessor and Head of the English
Department at Huntington Col
lege; and served in the same
capacity at Westmont College at
Santa Barbara from 1942 to 1946.
She has been active in Evening
Americanization Classes and in
Community Schools of Christian
Leadership Training. In Septem
ber, 1946, Dr. Hilbish joined the
faculty of Taylor University.
In 1932 Dr. Hilbish received
the Nathan C. Shaeffer Award,
with a stippend sufficient to pay
or the completion of her docorate work. She is an Honorary
Member of the Eugent Field So
ciety, which recognizes high stan
dards of authorship and is also a
member of the College English
Association. She was recently in
vited to join the Modern Lang
uage Association. Dr. Hilbish's
name and a short biography
about her is listed in the Direc
tory of American Scholars and
the Bioqraphical Encyclopedia of
the World.
Included in her work as an
author are A Study of the Rela
tionship of the Seventeenth Cen
tury 'Characters' to the Eighteen
th Century Novel, published in
1933; and Charlotte Smith, Poet
and Novelist—1749-1906, pub
lished in 1941. She has written
devotions for the "Upper Room"
and has made several contribu
tions to literary magazines. Her
handbook on research will be
ready for the press soon and she
has two other books started. One
of these is on the experiences of
her father, Benjamin J. Hilbish,
in the early days of his ministry.
Dr. Hilbish's main "hobby to
day is keeping house for her
father and herself. When she is
not busy with classes, organiza
tions, and household duties, she
spenls her time writing; painting
in oils, water colors, or china
painting; clay modeling; or char
coal drawing.
Dr. Hilbish has spent much
time in travel and has reached
ten different countries. She has
seen all the famous sights and
places in the United States except
Niagara Falls and the New Eng
land States. She spent two de
lightful weeks in the Holy Land
and visited many famous spots.
She enjoyed sleeping in tents,
seeing pyramids, camels, and the
arabs on her trip to Egypt and
the Sahara Desert. The "Passion
Play" in Oberammergau, Ger
many proved very interesting to
her. In England, she visited the
homes and graves of Shake
speare, Dickens, and John Wes
ley. Also John Wesley's cemetery
and the Methodist Church. The
beautiful paintings and architec
ture also interested Dr. Hilbish.

Drug Store
UPLAND

WISHES YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

